Recent studies into the syntax and semantics of intensifying self-forms (e.g.
1. Introduction 1
SELF-intensifiers and reflexives in a historical perspective
As is well known, there is a particularly strong (synchronic and diachronic) relationship between intensifying self-forms or ''emphatic reflexives'' on the one hand, and (nonemphatic) reflexives or ''reflexive anaphors'' on the other. For example, the English self-anaphors have developed from the adjunction of an intensifying self-form to the plain object pronouns in Old and Middle English. This process of reanalysis is well documented and has been described by Kö nig and Siemund (2000a) , van Gelderen (2001) , and Keenan (2002) , among many others. It is illustrated in (1) and (2): (1) he hine vncu ¶ makede. he him unknown made 'He made himself unknown/unrecognizable.' (Caligula 3302, quoted from van Gelderen 2001: 72) (2) he makede him-seluen muchel clond.
he made him-self much pain 'He made for himself much pain.' (Caligula 5839, quoted from van Gelderen 2001: 73) Similar developments can be observed in many other languages, and it is widely agreed that the development from self-intensifiers to reflexive markers as illustrated above is a process of considerable generality (cf. Faltz 1985; Levinson 1987 Levinson , 1991 Kemmer 1993; Kö nig and Siemund 2000a, 2000b; Schladt 2000; Heine 2003) . It can be represented in the simple formula given in (3).
(3) self-intensifier > reflexive
In this article we aim to show that the formula in (3) is not only simple, but also simplifying, insofar as it lumps together a number of similar and possibly interrelated, but clearly di¤erent, processes. While carrying out a typological study on the formal encoding of self-intensifiers and reflexive anaphors (cf. Kö nig and Siemund 2000b and Siemund , 2005 Gast et al. 2003) , we found that the relationship between those two types of expressions is in fact much more complex than the formula in (3) suggests. First, the genesis of reflexive markers often involves selfintensifiers that occur in a nonadjacent position to the NP they are associated with (e.g. himself in John [did the washing himself ]). Such nonjuxtaposed intensifiers, which di¤er both syntactically and semantically from the juxtaposed self-form in (2), and which are encoded using distinct lexical items in many languages, interact with predicate meanings rather than referential meanings. And second, self-intensifiers may not only develop into, or give rise to the creation of, reflexive markers; they may also be the target of a semantic change which originates from expressions of reflexivity.
The empirical basis of the investigation
Our typological survey is based on data that has been collected during a six-year research project on self-intensifiers and reflexives, on the basis of both native speaker consultation (field work and questionnaires) and grammatical descriptions. 2 In the course of this project, information was assembled on more than two hundred languages, but given that the issues under investigation, especially the di¤erentiation between two types of intensifiers ( juxtaposed vs. nonjuxtaposed), requires fine-grained analyses and a very high standard of reliability, not all of those data were used.
Since we want to make at least a weak statistical statement, we have moreover aimed to balance the sample genetically and areally, as far as this was possible. As a consequence, the sample was cut down to 72 languages, and some of the languages used in the text for the purpose of illustration do not appear in it.
The sample, which is listed in Appendix 2, contains languages from 32 families, according to the Ethnologue classification. The four largest families (Afro-Asiatic, Austronesian, Indo-European, and Niger-Congo) are each represented by at least four languages, while all other families are represented by three languages at most. As far as the areal distribution of the sample languages is concerned, we have aimed to achieve a more or less even distribution over five macro-areas: 3 Americas: 16 languages; Africa: 18 languages; Northern Eurasia: 16 languages; Southern Eurasia: 11 languages; Australia/Papua New Guinea/Oceania: 11 languages. Still, we are aware that the degree of areal and genealogical balancing of the sample does not perfectly meet the common standards of large-scale typological investigations as described, for example, by Rijkho¤ et al. (1993) . We will therefore refrain from applying any sophisticated statistical procedures, providing the relevant figures in terms of absolute numbers instead. We would like to point out that the main objective of this article is not to describe the exact quantitative distribution of linguistic types in the languages of the world, but to show in what way two closely related areas of grammar (self-intensification and reflexivity) may be expressed, and how specific patterns of formal overlap may be explained in diachronic terms.
The structure of the article
Following these introductory remarks, Section 2 will be concerned with establishing a three-way opposition between (i) reflexives, (ii) ''adnominal intensifiers, '' and (iii) ''actor-oriented intensifiers.'' Section 3 presents a discussion of the crosslinguistic relatedness patterns in the domain of reflexivity and intensification. The findings presented there give rise to the assumption that in semantic terms, reflexivity is closely related to actororiented intensification and/or vice versa. Section 4 consequently provides a fine-grained analysis of actor-oriented intensification. In Section 5 the semantic relationship between actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives is approached from the perspective of the hypothesis that what is common to actor-oriented intensification and reflexivity is a high degree of ''involvement'' in an event. While intuitively plausible, this argument turns out to be inconsistent on closer inspection and consequently needs to be refined. In Section 6, we argue that an explanation of the relationship between reflexives and actor-oriented intensifiers requires a closer look at the various synchronic and diachronic parameters linking both types of expressions. We make a distinction between two di¤erent scenarios that may give rise to a formal overlap of actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives: (i) reflexives may form part of a strategy of intensification (''oblique reflexives''), and (ii) actor-oriented intensifiers may be used to reinforce semantically weak reflexivization strategies, consequently turning into markers of reflexivity themselves. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the results of our study and points out some corollaries of our argument for a general consideration of grammaticalization processes in the domain of reflexivity and intensification.
Reflexive pronouns and di¤erent types of self-intensifiers

Reflexive pronouns and adnominal intensifiers
If we agree on an informal definition of reflexivity as the co-indexation of two argument positions of a transitive predicate, the function of the selfforms in (4) can plausibly be called a reflexivizing one, whereas this characterization would be inadequate for the self-forms in (5) and (6), whose function is one of giving emphasis or intensification to a preceding nominal constituent. Self-forms such as those in (5) and (6), or their translational equivalents in other languages, have been referred to by a multitude of di¤erent labels while in the context of Engl. himself, herself, etc., the terms ''emphatic reflexive'' or ''intensive reflexive'' are probably most widespread (Leskosky 1972; Quirk et al. 1985; Kuno 1987) . Given the formal identity of emphatic and intensifying self-forms in English, such terminological choices are comprehensible, but as a recent crosslinguistic study shows (Kö nig and Siemund 2005) , the encoding of the reflexivizing function and this particular intensifying function by the same expression is representative of only about 45 percent of the languages of the world. Other languages of this type are Arabic (nafs-), Chinese (zìjȋ ), Finnish (itse-), and Turkish (kendi-).
Among the languages that do not encode these two functions by the same expression is German, where the reflexive marker sich is clearly differentiated from the intensifying expression selbst. The examples in (7)-(9) are the direct German translations of those in (4)-(6). It is not possible to exchange Germ. sich and selbst in these examples, that is, *Johann mag selbst, *Der Präsident sich erö¤nete die Sitzung, and *Johann hat den Rasen sich gemäht are strictly ungrammatical. The same lexical distinction as in German is made in Abkhaz (xatà-vs. -x ç ), Latin (ipse vs. se), Russian (sam vs. sebja), and Somali (naft-vs. is), among other languages.
(7) Johann mag sich / *selbst.
John likes refl self 'John likes himself.' (8) [Der Präsident selbst / *sich] erö ¤nete die Sitzung.
det president self refl opened the meeting 'The president himself opened the meeting.' (9) Johann hat [den Rasen selbst / *sich gemäht].
John has det lawn self refl mown 'John has mown the lawn himself.' For those languages that draw a formal distinction between reflexivizing and intensifying function, the expressions bearing the intensifying function have inter alia been analyzed as ''reinforcing pronouns'' (Penning 1875), ''personal pronouns'' (Poutsma 1916) , ''adjectives'' (Visser 1970) , ''focus markers'' or ''focus particles '' (Kö nig 1991; Ferro 1993; Sánchez 1994) , and ''scalar adverbs'' (Primus 1992) . The obvious variation in the categorization of these expressions has the following reasons: (i) the expressions do not have the same morphological, morphosyntactic, and distributional properties across di¤erent languages -for example, Swedish själv-and Spanish mismo/a inflect like adjectives, while German selbst does not inflect; (ii) analysts apply di¤erent criteria for the definition of word classes: distributional criteria often lead to a classification of selfintensifiers as focus particles -at least if those intensifiers do not inflect -while intensifiers are commonly categorized as nouns or adjectives (or pro-forms thereof ) on the basis of morphological considerations; and (iii) even in single languages these expressions frequently straddle the line of established word class boundaries.
In spite of these di¤erences, all of the labels listed above capture important grammatical properties of the expressions at issue: they carry emphatic stress, are sometimes used like pronouns, in some languages inflect like adjectives, in others behave like particles, are in association with a nominal constituent, interact with the referential properties of NPs, etc. What these expressions have in common semantically across di¤erent languages is their specific ''intensifying'' function: they evoke alternatives of a specific type which are paradigmatically opposed to the referent of the NP they relate to. For example, himself in the president himself has the e¤ect of bringing alternative referents into the discussion which are di¤erent from, but in some way related to, the president, like the president's wife, the president's spokesman, or the vice-president (cf. Kö nig 1991; Siemund 2000 Siemund , 2002 Eckardt 2001; Hole 2002; for more details). 4 Since NP-juxtaposed intensifying self-forms are not the primary topic of this article, we will not go into any more detail here, and the reader is referred to the relevant literature for more information. In keeping with Farr (1905) , Cantrall (1973) , Moravcsik (1972) , Edmondson and Plank (1978) , as well as the aforementioned publications, we will in the following simply refer to these expressions as ''intensifiers'' or ''self-intensifiers,'' the latter term being motivated by the fact that in using the notion 'intensifier' we are impinging on the territory of degree adverbs like very. The small caps in the prefix self-are intended to make it clear that we are dealing with a generalization over expressions from di¤erent languages, rather than any particular lexical item. 5 Self-intensifiers always stand in a syntactic relation to some nominal (clause-mate) constituent. This relation has been described by notions as di¤erent as ''coreference'' or ''binding'' (Moravcsik 1972; Cantrall 1973) , ''apposition'' (Hall 1965; Verheijen 1986 ), ''theta identification'' (Browning 1993), ''complementation'' (Eckardt 2001; Hole 2002; Gast 2002) , 6 and ''interaction'' or ''association with focus'' (Kö nig 1991; Primus 1992; Ferro 1993; Siemund 2000) , depending on the language analyzed, the perspective taken, and the theoretical framework adopted. Since it is not our goal here to contribute to this discussion, we will leave this syntactic relation unspecific and make no attempt at explicating it through our terminology. We will simply say that self-intensifiers ''interact with'' or ''are associated with'' the NP to whose interpretation they contribute. This NP will be called the ''associated NP.'' 7 2.2. Adnominal vs. actor-oriented intensifiers As the English examples in (5) and (6) above, and also the German translations in (8) and (9), show, there are two positional variants of the selfintensifier, where one occurs in a juxtaposed position to the NP that it modifies and the other in nonjuxtaposed position embedded in some verbal projection. Attached to this syntactic di¤erence there is a contrast in meaning which can be made explicit by finding suitable paraphrases to the intensifying self-forms (cf. Q 'John did not delegate the painting of the house to someone else.'
In the following we will refer to juxtaposed occurrences of self-forms as in (10) Gast 2002 for some discussion), a semantic characterization will be used instead. The label to be applied in the following for such occurrences of self-forms is ''actor-oriented intensifier'' because, as we will show in Section 3, the common denominator of these expressions is that they interact with an NP bearing the semantic (macro-)role of an actor, in the sense of Foley and Van Valin (1984) (cf. also Dowty 1991; Van Valin 1993) . 8 Alternative labels that have been used for such uses of selfintensifiers include ''predicate emphasizers'' (Dirven 1973) , ''non-headbound intensifiers'' (Edmondson and Plank 1978) , ''adverbial reflexives'' (Browning 1993) , ''agentive intensifiers'' or ''self-forms'' (Kemmer 1995; Hole 2002), and ''adverbial intensifiers'' (Kö nig 1991; Siemund 2000; Gast 2002 ). To be sure, providing paraphrases as in (10) and (11) -in addition to the syntactic characterization ''juxtaposed'' vs. ''nonjuxtaposed'' -is not enough to motivate the distinction between adnominal and actor-oriented intensifiers. Let us therefore briefly review a few tests that have been used in the relevant literature to show that the two types of self-intensifiers are not merely positional variants, but di¤er both syntactically and semantically (we will use English data, but similar tests can be applied to other languages too). 9 First of all, adnominal intensifiers and actor-oriented intensifiers impose di¤erent constraints on the referential properties of the associated NP. Adnominal intensifiers require NPs whose referent is ''capable of being identified,'' or should at least have ''specific reference'' (cf. Edmondson and Plank 1979: 380 f. Thirdly, adnominal and actor-oriented intensifiers behave di¤erently in negative sentences. Focusing on the sloppy reading of the possessive his, the sentence in (17) says that only Bill's lawn was mown whereas Max's lawn was not. In sentence (18), by contrast, both Max's and Bill's lawn were mown, but Max delegated the job to someone else. A last point showing that adnominal and actor-oriented intensifiers should be kept apart in a typological study is that many languages make a lexical distinction between both types of expressions, that is, (17) and (18) are translated using di¤erent lexical material. We will return to this point in Section 2.3.
In addition to the two uses of intensifying self-forms exemplified in (10) and (11), namely, adnominal and actor-oriented intensifiers, there is a third use type which can approximately be paraphrased by inclusive focus particles like also or too. An example is given in (19). Like the actor-oriented intensifier in (11), himself in (19) occurs in a nonjuxtaposed position to the NP it interacts with. Such instances of self-forms have been referred to as ''adverbial-inclusive'' or ''additive'' self-intensifiers because they are part of a verbal projection and have an additive semantics like also. These intensifiers, which can be di¤erentiated from actor-oriented intensifiers on distributional grounds (cf. Siemund 2000; Gast 2002), will play no role in the subsequent discussion (note that they are also very rare crosslinguistically and basically restricted to Germanic and Slavonic languages).
Formal identity vs. di¤erentiation of adnominal and actor-oriented intensifiers
As has been illustrated using data from English and German, languages may di¤er as to whether or not self-intensifiers and reflexives are formally identical. The additional syntactic distinction between two use types of self-intensifiers introduced in the preceding section allows us to go one step further. We may now ask whether there are languages that di¤erentiate between adnominal and actor-oriented intensifiers at a lexical level, too. And in fact, such languages do exist and are not even rare. Examples of languages that have special actor-oriented intensifiers include Koyra Chiini (cf. Section 3), Tetelcingo Nahuatl, and Wardaman. 10, 11 Since all those languages also have specialized reflexive markers, the English self-forms in their three uses correspond to three di¤erent expressions in those languages. We will here use data from Tetelcingo Nahuatl for illustration, which is an almost extinct Uto-Aztecan language spoken in a suburb of Cuautla (Morelos, Mexico). In Tetelcingo Nahuatl, reflexive relations are indicated by a derivational prefix mo-(cf.
[20]). Adnominal intensification in Tetelcingo Nahuatl is expressed using the combination [sie þ pronoun] in juxtaposition to the NP (cf. [21] ). So far, the division of labor established by the intensifying and reflexivizing expressions in (20) and (21) more or less corresponds to the situation in German as illustrated in (7) and (8) However, once we turn to the encoding of actor-oriented intensification, we see that yet another expression (sa -siel ) is necessary because sie yaha cannot adjoin to a verbal projection. The actor-oriented intensifier sa -siel of Tetelcingo Nahuatl is not directly related to the adnominal intensifier in etymological terms 12 and di¤ers from it in both form and syntactic class: sa ('only, merely') is an adverbial element, and -siel is a relational noun which takes possessor prefixes. Sa -siel can be used as a translational (near) equivalent of Engl. himself and Germ. selbst as illustrated in (6) and (9) above: 13
he.built.it 3.poss-house only 3.poss-self.ao 'John built his house himself.'
In the following discussion we will precisely be interested in those crosslinguistic patterns of identity and di¤erentiation between reflexives and the two types of self-intensifiers as exemplified by the data from English, German, and Tetelcingo Nahuatl above. These patterns are summarized in Table 1 . Our study will show that not all logically possible patterns of formal identity or relatedness are equally attested. Interestingly, the crosslinguistic patterns of formal overlap seem to indicate that reflexivity is more closely related to actor-oriented than to adnominal intensification. While it is relatively di‰cult to find languages that use the same expression for the encoding of reflexivity and adnominal intensification, and that oppose such an expression to a formally distinct actor-oriented intensifier, languages which lump together actor-oriented intensification and reflexivity as opposed to adnominal intensification seem to be more widespread. Evidently, such a bias in the actual distribution of logical possibilities is in need of explanation, the more so as it contradicts our expectations and those expressed in the previous research.
Crosslinguistic relatedness patterns in the domain of self-intensifiers and reflexives
There are five logically possible relatedness patterns between adnominal intensifiers, actor-oriented intensifiers, and reflexive markers. 14 First, all three types of expressions may be encoded identically. This pattern, which can be found in English, is also attested in Turkish (pattern I): 
refl-1sg-acc like-aor-1sg 'I like myself.' (Mü nnever Ö zkurt pers. comm.) b. adnominal intensifier mü dü r-ü n kendi-si biz-im-le konuş-acak. director-gen self-3sg.poss we-gen-with talk-fut 'The director himself will talk to us.' (Mü nnever Ö zkurt pers. comm.) c. actor-oriented intensifier Olga çocuk-lar-ın-ı kendi-si okutur. Olga child-pl-3sg.poss-acc self-3sg.poss teaches 'Olga teaches her children herself.' (Mü nnever Ö zkurt pers. comm.)
In a second type of language, exemplified by German above, adnominal and adverbial intensifiers are formally identical, and are both di¤erenti-ated from reflexives. Another language of this type is Tzotzil (pattern II): 15 (24) Tzotzil a. reflexive lah yil s-ba ta nen li h-Š un-e. he.saw 3.poss-refl in mirror det masc-John-cl 'John saw himself in the mirror.' b. adnominal intensifier ta štal s-tuk li preserent-e. will.come 3.poss-self det president-cl 'The president himself will come.' c. actor-oriented intensifier li h-Š un-e [s-tuk la svaÖan s-na]. det masc-John-cl 3.poss-self he.built 3.poss-house 'John has built his house himself.' Third, reflexives and actor-oriented intensifiers may be formally related, while adnominal intensification is expressed by a lexical item of its own. This situation can be found in Tarascan. There is a verbal su‰x -kua¤e which indicates either reflexivity or actor-oriented intensification, but never adnominal intensification. For the latter function, only the loan word mísimu (< Spanish mismo) is available, which is widely used in both spoken and written language (as in folk tales and the Wycli¤e bible translation) (pattern III). In a fourth type of language (pattern IV) there are di¤erent lexical expressions for the three functions under consideration. This was illustrated for Tetelcingo Nahuatl above. A three-way opposition of this type can also be found in Koyra Chiini (also known as ''Western Songhay''). There is a reflexive anaphor (or ''light reflexive'') Ðgu and a heavy reflexive marker bomo ('head'), which are sometimes combined (cf.
[26a]). Adnominal intensification is expressed using the NP-adjunct jaati(r) (cf. Arabic ¶aat 'self '), and actor-oriented intensification by the adverbial element huneyno (cf. huna 'life'), which takes a pronominal possessor:
(26) Koyra Chiini a. reflexive i si naaney Ðgi-ye bomo. they impf.neg trust refl-3pl refl 'They don't trust themselves.' (Heath 1999: 330) b. adnominal intensifier ay ta jaatir di čindi ka goy dooti. I top self.adn def remain inf work there 'I myself continue to work there.' (Heath 1999: 217) c. actor-oriented intensifier yee fatta ay huneyno. 1sg.subj.impf exit 1sg.poss self.ao 'I will go out by myself.' (Heath 1999: 219) Finally, there are languages in which adnominal intensifiers and reflexive markers are identical or formally related, and are opposed to a special actor-oriented intensifier (pattern V The five patterns of relatedness exemplified above are summarized in Table 2 . The letters A, B, and C stand for the expressions associated with the meanings given at the top of each column. If two cells within a row are filled with identical letters, this means that the expressions associated with the relevant columns are formally related. The di¤erent types of relatedness patterns have been assigned Roman numbers (I-V). For the discussion to follow, types III and V are the most prominent ones and, therefore, highlighted. The last but one column indicates the number of languages in our sample exhibiting the relevant pattern (cf. also the table in Appendix 2):
Our study into the relatedness patterns between the three expressions at issue has led to an interesting finding: as can be gathered from Table 2 , type III seems to be considerably more common than type V. In our 72-language sample, there are only three languages that can more or less safely be grouped under type V (Mitla Zapotec, Amharic, Malagasy), while as many as ten languages can be categorized as displaying the pattern associated with type III. We have found this pattern in Cubeo, Japanese, Kinyarwanda, Karo Batak, Lavukaleve, Mezquital Otomí, Tagalog, Tarascan, Tukang Besi, and Totonac. Given the importance of pattern III for the argument to be made in the following, we would like to provide more illustration, this time using data from Japanese. The adnominal intensifier of Japanese is jishin (cf. [28a]), whereas actor-oriented intensification and reflexivization both involve the lexical item jibun. When used as a reflexive pronoun, jibun takes the appropriate object case marker, namely, accusative wo or dative ni; when used as an intensifier, it combines with the instrumental postposition de (cf.
[28b] and [28c]). 18 (28) Japanese a. adnominal intensifier Taro-jishin/*jibun kyouju-wo sonkeishiteiru. Taro-jishin/jibun professor-acc honour 'Taro himself honours the professor.' (Ogawa 1998: 165) b. reflexive Taro-wa jibun-wo/*jishin-wo semeta. Taro-top jibun-acc/jishin-acc criticized 'Taro criticized himself.' (Ogawa 1998: 165) c. actor-oriented intensifier Taro-wa jibun-de/*jishin-de 19 kuruma-wo arau. Taro-top jibun-instr/jishin-instr car-acc wash 'Taro washes his car himself.' (Ogawa 1998: 173) The fact that pattern III is more widespread than pattern V is remarkable, given that most if not all previous studies assume or simply take it for granted that reflexives are more closely related to adnominal intensifiers than to actor-oriented intensifiers (e.g. Faltz 1985; Levinson 1987 Levinson , 1991 Kemmer 1993; Kö nig and Siemund 2000a; Heine 2003) . As has been mentioned in Section 1, the historical development of English shows how reflexive markers can arise from adding an intensifier to an otherwise referentially unspecific object pronoun. We would not like to challenge the general correctness of this analysis for English as well as many other languages. However, we believe that it has (incorrectly) been generalized that the process of grammaticalizing reflexive markers from self-intensifiers always involves the adnominal intensifier. What our data suggest is that the role of the actor-oriented intensifier has been underestimated in previous studies. In Section 6, we will show that in languages like Mezquital Otomí it is clearly the actor-oriented intensifier that has developed into a marker of reflexivity, not the adnominal intensifier. Moreover, we will argue that the historical development does not necessarily proceed from self-intensifiers to reflexives. The reverse process is also a possible development, and strategies of actor-oriented intensification may be based on reflexive markers (e.g. Japanese jibun-de).
Naturally, explanations for these unexpected diachronic relationships can only be given if we understand how the meaning of actor-oriented intensifiers relates to reflexivity. Moreover, we need to know how this relationship di¤ers from the one between adnominal intensifiers and reflexives. Successfully pursuing these problems, thus, necessitates some knowledge of the meaning of actor-oriented intensifiers, to which we will turn in the next section.
The meaning of actor-oriented intensifiers
Reference to alternative propositions
In a few words, the contribution made by actor-oriented intensifiers to the meaning of a sentence can be characterized as follows: actor-oriented intensifiers are used to emphasize that the action described by a sentence is performed by the subject referent, and not by some other person. For example, (29) states that the action of repairing the bicycle was carried out by John, and not by someone else. 20 (29) John repaired the bicycle himself.
The notion of 'emphasis' must of course be made more explicit. Using concepts of focus semantics (cf. Rooth 1985 Rooth , 1992 Rooth , 1996 , we define ''emphasis'' as ''the assertion or mention of a given value against the background and to the exclusion of a set of possible alternative values.'' The function of himself in (29) can accordingly also be described like this: the actor-oriented intensifier is used to relate the proposition John repaired the bicycle to alternative propositions in which someone other than John repaired the bicycle in question, while the other major coordinates of that event remain unchanged (referential interpretation of the NPs involved, tense, etc.). Examples of propositions potentially contrasting with (29) are given in (30).
(30) a. John had the bicycle repaired by a bicycle mechanic.
b. John's brother repaired the bicycle for John.
We can describe the semantics of actor-oriented intensifiers in more general terms if we make use of the macro-role ''actor,'' used by Foley and Van Valin (1984) and in Van Valin (1993) , among others. The role ''actor'' is a generalization over the semantic roles associated with the external arguments of transitive and unergative intransitive predicates. In (29), John is the ''actor'' (more specifically, ''agent'') in the action described by the verb repair (or the VP repair the bicycle). 21 This role is taken by some individual other than John in (30a) and (30b) (a bicycle mechanic and John's brother, respectively). 22 So far, sentences with actor-oriented intensifiers do not seem to di¤er from sentences with adnominal intensifiers or free focus constructions. A sentence like JOHN/John himSELF repaired the bicycle likewise seems to put emphasis on the agentive involvement of John. A second important aspect of the function of himself in (29) is that in both (29) and the contrasting propositions (30a) and (30b), there is a presupposition to the e¤ect that John, while not being the actor in the event described, still stands in some other thematic relation to it. We might say, he is an ''event-external causer'' in (30a) and a beneficiary in (30b). Such (presupposed) alternative thematic relations holding between the referent of the NP interacting with the intensifier and the events described by the alternative propositions can be observed in all instances of actor-oriented intensifiers (cf. Siemund 2000: Ch. 8; Gast 2002: Ch. 5). The presuppositional status of those semantic relations is witnessed by the fact that they are stable under negation. While negating that John has repaired the bicycle in question, (31) still implies that he was responsible for, or interested in, the bicycle being repaired:
(31) John has not repaired the bicycle himself.
According to the two empirical generalizations made above, the function of actor-oriented intensifiers can be described as in (32).
(32) Actor-oriented intensifiers are used to relate a proposition p to a set of alternative propositions R ¼ fr 1 ; r 2 . . . r n g in such a way that: a. in the alternative propositions r i , the actor-role is assigned to some individual y other than the referent x of the associated NP, and b. x has a di¤erent thematic role in the alternative propositions, for example, that of an external causer or beneficiary (cf.
[30a] and [30b], respectively).
Let us consider two attested examples in order to provide further illustration for our analysis. In (33) and (34) alternative propositions are explicitly mentioned in the context.
(33) He announced that he would pick his ministers himself, rather than submit to the dictate of party leaders used to bartering cabinet posts for parliamentary support. [Bnc CR7 2043] (34) If you are scoring the tests yourself, rather than getting the computer to do it for you, then always do so at the same time of the day -otherwise there would be variability due to time-of-day effects upon your scoring ability. [Bnc A75 814] In (33), the sentence He picked his ministers himself is opposed to a proposition in which someone other than the referent of he performs the action of picking the ministers, namely, party leaders used to bartering cabinet posts for parliamentary support (cf.
[32a]). The referent of he is conceived as being negatively a¤ected in this case (SUBMITS to the dictate . . . , cf.
[32b]). Similarly, in (34) the proposition you score the tests is related to you get the computer to score the tests, and the thematic role assigned by the verb score to its subject is filled by some individual other than the referent of the NP interacting with the intensifier ( you vs. the computer; cf.
[32a]). In the alternative proposition, the referent of you has the role of a beneficiary (cf.
[32b]). As has been pointed out, we regard the kind of reference to alternatives that is established by actor-oriented intensifiers as a means of emphasis. Given that actor-oriented intensifiers oppose propositions to alternative propositions in which the actor-role is assigned to some individual other than the referent of the associated NP, they can be said to emphasize the agent status of a referent in a given predication. This is more or less in accordance with the analyses presented by Edmondson and Plank (1978) , Browning (1993) , and Hole (2002). 23 4.2. Actor-oriented intensifiers in self-a¤ecting contexts
We can finally turn to the aspect of actor-oriented intensification that will be particularly central to a consideration of their relationship to reflexives: often, actor-oriented intensifiers are used to emphasize that an action which has a (negative) e¤ect on some referent has been carried out by that very referent. (35) is a relevant example. The intensifier in (35) relates the proposition John has ruined his career to a set of alternative propositions in which someone other than John has ruined John's career, thereby emphasizing John's agentive involvement. This is illustrated by (36).
(35) John has ruined his career himself. (36) John's career has not been ruined by Bill; John has ruined his career himself.
John's being negatively a¤ected in (35) is presupposed, and the new information is that he is also the agent of that event. The self-intensifier is thus responsible for the fact that the main focus of (35) seems to be on John's ''double involvement.'' A similar semantic e¤ect can be observed when an actor-oriented intensifier occurs in a reflexive predication. Here, the intensifier likewise emphasizes that some referent is not only passively, but also actively involved in an action. Unfortunately, English self-forms are hard to identify as intensifiers in such contexts, since they cannot formally be distinguished from reflexive pronouns. Consider the examples in (37) and (38) In both (39) and (40), himself performs a two-fold or ''hybrid'' function: on the one hand, it is responsible for the reflexive interpretation of the predication; on the other hand, it functions as an intensifier. Since English does not formally di¤erentiate between self-intensifiers and reflexives, and since sequences such as *himself himself are ungrammatical (where the first himself would be interpreted as a reflexive marker, and the second as an intensifier), the interaction between actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexive-marking is blurred in these contexts. However, the contrast becomes morphosyntactically visible in languages which do distinguish formally between self-intensifiers and reflexives. For example, Russian di¤erentiates between an invariant reflexive pronoun sebja and an intensifier sam, which inflects for number, gender and case. 25 The sentence John ruined himself can thus be translated as shown in (41)- (43), depending on aspects of information structure such as those outlined above. John self-nom refl ruined 'John ruined himself (he wasn't ruined by someone else).' (41) is a ''neutral'' statement about John -a common VP-focus structure. In (42), it is under discussion that John ruined someone, probably someone else. The intensifier, which is clearly adnominal (cf. the genitive case triggered by NP-internal agreement with sebja), 26 is used to emphasize that John ruined no one other than himself. Finally, in (43) it is under discussion that John was ruined, and the sentence provides the piece of information that John himself was responsible for his (own) misfortune. The intensifier sam is actor-oriented, and it is associated semantically with the subject NP (cf. the nominative case). The use of actor-oriented intensifiers exemplified in (38) and (43) will play a central role in the following sections, in which we will finally tackle the question of why actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives are formally related in many languages.
Agentivity and involvement: a semantic link between actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives?
The central issue addressed in this article is the unexpected strong empirical tie-up between actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives. If we consider the function of actor-oriented intensifiers as outlined in Section 4, this relationship turns out not to be too surprising anymore. We have argued that actor-oriented intensifiers are sometimes used to highlightthough not to express by themselves -the fact that an object referent is also the actor of the relevant event (cf.
[40] and [43] above). Reflexive markers, on the other hand, may be defined as linguistic devices that are used to indicate that two arguments of a predicate have identical referents. This seems to point in the following direction: while a reflexive marker grammatically indicates that two arguments have identical referents, the actor-oriented intensifier pragmatically emphasizes that fact. Since it is commonly assumed in grammaticalization research that (pragmatic) emphasis often gives rise to the development of grammatical formatives, we seem to have a first clue as to why actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives are formally related in many languages. A similar point has been made by Edmondson and Plank (1978 The concept of ''agency'' or ''directness of involvement'' seems to provide a plausible link between actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives. However, there is a conceptual problem that considerably complicates the matter (but which, as we will argue in Section 6, falls into place if we change our perspective a bit): given that actor-oriented intensifiers do not interact with object NPs directly, how can they specify the referential interpretation of those NPs? Let us illustrate this problem using an example from Old English. As was pointed out in Section 2.3, Old English had a series of object pronouns which could be used both in contexts of local coreference of the subject referent and the object referent, and in contexts of locally disjoint reference. Therefore, (44) is ambiguous (cf. Kö nig and Siemund 2000a: 59). If we add an adnominal intensifier to hine, however, the object pronoun is interpreted as referring back to Judas. 'Judas hanged him*(self ).'
As has repeatedly been pointed out, the reanalysis of an adnominal intensifier as a reflexive marker is relatively well studied and we will not discuss it any further here. In this article, we are interested in the question of how and why an actor-oriented intensifier may trigger reflexivity. Let us therefore consider what happens if we adjoin an actor-oriented intensifier to the VP in such languages. This is illustrated in (the hypothetical) The self-intensifier in (46) emphasizes that the one who hanged 'the referent of hine' was Judas, and no one other than Judas. Moreover, it is presupposed that Judas stood in some (nonagentive) thematic relation to the action of hanging 'the referent of hine', in addition to the asserted actor-relation. But nothing is implied as to who that referent is. The referential interpretation of hine is simply not at issue, since the intensifier self interacts only with the NP Judas. Consequently, it is di‰cult to see how self in (46) should have had a reflexivizing e¤ect in Old English. Do we have to discard our argument, then? We don't think so. The crucial point is that actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives interact only in a specific type of context, and they interact in a way that is crucially di¤erent from the interaction between reflexive markers and adnominal intensifiers. In Section 6, we will argue that there are two scenarios in which a relationship between actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives can be established: on the one hand, reflexives may form part of a construction conveying the semantics of an actor-oriented intensifier (cf. Section 6.1). On the other hand, actor-oriented intensifiers can function as reflexive markers in contexts in which the main verb has undergone some operation of diathetic change -typically, they are used in combination with a middle marker as expressions of reflexivity (cf. Section 6.2). In this case, the actor-oriented intensifier is not used to disambiguate between two di¤erent referential interpretations of an object pronoun (''referential disambiguation''). Rather, it emphasizes the agentive involvement of its associated NP, thus disambiguating between a transitive/active reading and a detransitivized/middle reading of a predicate (''role disambiguation'').
Two scenarios relating actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives
Oblique reflexives expressing actor-oriented intensification
As has been pointed out in Section 2.3, certain languages have special actor-oriented intensifiers which di¤er formally from the adnominal intensifiers (e.g. Koyra Chiini, Tetelcingo Nahuatl). Typically, the adnominal intensifiers of such languages cannot occur at a distance from their associated NPs. We may now ask what happens if: (a) a language has an adnominal intensifier which does not adjoin to verbal projections, and (b) it does not have a specialized actor-oriented intensifier either. Such languages often resort to a multi-morphemic strategy in order to express the semantics of actor-oriented intensification: a reflexive pronoun is embedded in some prepositional or postpositional phrase, and the whole PP is adjoined to the VP. This construction is akin to the English expression by himself/herself/itself as illustrated in (47). Strategies of intensification as exemplified in (47) seem to be particularly widespread among Afro-Asiatic languages (e.g. Amharic, Hebrew, and Oromo), 27 but can also be found in Indo-European (Italian da sé) and a number of other languages (e.g. Japanese jibun-de). Examples from Italian, Japanese, and Arabic are provided in (48)
-(50). (48) Italian
Olga fa lezione ai suoi bambini da sé. Olga does lecture to her children prep refl 'Olga teaches her children herself.' (49) Japanese Taro-wa jibun-de kuruma-wo arau. Taro-top refl-instr car-acc wash 'Taroo washes his car himself.' (Ogawa 1998: 173) (50) Arabic Ar-raÖis-u katab-a al-kitāb-a bi det-president-nom wrote-3sg det-book-acc instr nafs-i-hi. refl-gen-3sg 'The president wrote the book himself.' 28 The strategy illustrated in (48)- (50) achieves the semantic e¤ect of actororiented intensification in a way which can be derived compositionally. Recall from Section 4 that actor-oriented intensifiers are typically used to oppose a proposition to a set of alternative propositions in which the relevant action is carried out by someone other than the referent of the NP interacting with the intensifier. To illustrate with another example, consider (51). In (51), the actor-oriented intensifier himself contrasts with the instrumental PP through an agent. The contrast is thus between two opposing ''instruments,'' and it could be illustrated as in (52). (52) The term ''instrumental,'' of course, is to be understood in a metonymic sense here. The actor-oriented intensifier does not really correspond to an instrumental constituent, that is, the referent does not ''make use of himself/herself.'' Rather, the instrumental adjunct is metonymically reanalyzed as standing for the agent role. This metonymic e¤ect is exploited by the languages listed above to convey the semantics of an actororiented intensifier.
Since in Italian, Japanese, and Arabic actor-oriented intensification is expressed by an adjunct with a thematic role that is not subcategorized for by the predicate -in Japanese and Arabic an instrument, and in Italian an ablative PP ('from') -we will call these constructions ''oblique reflexives.'' The existence of such constructions provides a first explanation for the strong empirical tie-up between reflexives and actor-oriented intensifiers: a number of languages use oblique reflexives to express actororiented intensification without there being any kind of formal relatedness of adnominal intensifiers and reflexives. For example, the Japanese selfintensifier jishin does not function as a reflexive marker, but a close empirical relation can be established between the actor-oriented intensifier and the reflexive anaphor of Japanese insofar as jibun forms part of the strategy of actor-oriented intensification [refl þ instrumental]. Consequently, Japanese is of type III in Table 2 . This correspondence pattern is illustrated in (53) (Q is to be read as ''formally related'').
Actor-oriented intensifiers that can be analyzed as ''oblique reflexives'' can also be found in many Bantu languages. For example, Kinyarwanda has an adnominal intensifier ub-, which takes possessive su‰xes and adjoins to the right of an NP (cf. [54a]). Actor-oriented intensification, by contrast, is expressed by a combination of the verbal reflexive marker íi( y)-with an applicative su‰x -er-. The applicative marker gives the object agreement marker the interpretation of an oblique argument, thus assigning to the entire construction a meaning roughly equivalent to Japanese jibun-de (cf. [54b]).
(54) Kinyarwanda a. nda-shaka ku-vú ga-na na [direkteri ub-we]. 1sg.pres-want inf-speak-soc with director self-3poss 'I want to talk to the director himself.' (C. Emkow pers. comm.) b. devoirs á-ra-z-íi-kó r-er-a. homework 3sg-pres-obj-refl-do-appl-impf 'He does his homework himself.' (C. Emkow pers. comm.)
Actor-oriented intensifiers as reflexive markers
The second type of context where actor-oriented intensifiers pattern with reflexives to the exclusion of adnominal intensifiers is instantiated by strategies of reflexivization that are semantically, syntactically, and/ or phonologically ''weak.'' ''Semantic weakness'' implies that a reflexive marker -typically a verbal reflexive, in the terminology of Faltz (1985) -is ambiguous between a middle reading and a referential reading. This kind of ambiguity can be observed in most of the languages that have monomorphemic anaphors (though not necessarily se-anaphors, in the terminology of Reinhart and Reuland 1993) or verbal reflexives. Russian is a case in point. The su‰x -sja functions as a (referential) reflexive marker only in combination with a specific class of verbs, which we could call ''typically self-directed predicates'' (cf. [55] ; see also Haiman 1983 Haiman , 1995 Kö nig and Siemund 2000a; Smith 2004) . Such predicates denote actions that are commonly carried out on oneself, for example, wash or shave. In combination with predicates that are not typically self-directed -sja often indicates diathetic operations that are not directly related to reflexivity. For example, it can be found as an impersonal passive marker (cf.
[56]), as an ''emotion middle'' in Kemmer's (1993) terms (cf.
[57]), and in sentences with unspecific object reference (cf. [58] ). (59) illustrates that kusat'/ukusit' 'to bite' can also be used with a referential object. The polyfunctionality of -sja may lead to ambiguities in certain cases. For example, myt'sja can be interpreted as both 'wash (oneself )' and 'be washed'. Such ambiguities can also be observed in languages whose reflexive markers we would call (monomorphemic) ''reflexive pronouns'' in the terminology of Faltz (1985) . German is such a language. Consider the ambiguous example in (60).
(60) Hans hat sich verletzt.
Hans has refl injured 'John got hurt.' or 'John injured himself.' (60) is ambiguous because it is not clear whether Hans deliberately injured himself, or whether he inadvertently got hurt. In the first case, sich is interpreted as a referential reflexive pronoun, while in the second case, it functions as a middle marker. The di¤erence between the two occurrences of sich can be illustrated syntactically: only referential sich can be topicalized and focused. Therefore, (61) only has an agentive reading.
(61) Sich hat Hans verletzt. 'It was himself that John injured.'
In order to avoid the type of ambiguity illustrated in (60), speakers may use the expression constituting the subject matter of this article: an actororiented intensifier can be added to the VP. The intensifier will invariably select for the referential interpretation of the reflexive pronoun. If we add selbst to the VP [sich verletzt] in (60), sich can only be interpreted referentially. This is shown in (62) (wieder mal 'once again' has been added in order to favor the reading of [62] in which selbst is in construction with verletzt, not with sich). 30
(62) Hans hat [ VP sich (wieder mal) selbst verletzt].
Hans has refl (once again) self injured '(Once again), John injured himself.' (not: 'John got hurt.') (62) allows only for a referential interpretation of sich, while the middle reading is blocked. Why should this be so? Obviously, it is emphasis on agentivity, expressed by the actor-oriented intensifier that is responsible for the univocal meaning of (62). (60) above is not ambiguous with regard to the reference of the undergoer, who is in both cases Hans; it is ambiguous only with regard to the question of who is the (intentional) agent. Either no agent is explicitly mentioned and the action may not even have been carried out intentionally (the middle reading, cf. Engl. John got hurt); or John is the agent, which induces the referential reading John injured himself. By using an actor-oriented intensifier, John's agentive involvement is emphasized, via reference to alternative propositions in which someone other than John is the agent. As a consequence, the nonagentive reading is blocked, and the sentence is understood in such a way that John actively injured himself.
In German, actor-oriented intensifiers are used in the context of reflexive-marking only if emphasis is desired, or if the context does not clearly select for one or the other reading. It thus depends on the assessment of the speaker whether s/he will use an actor-oriented intensifier or not. In other languages, the semantic bleaching of reflexive markers has advanced further than in German, and certain contexts strongly disfavor if not categorically disallow a referential reading of reflexive markers. This situation can be found in Mezquital Otomí. Otomí has a middle and reflexive prefix n-, which in (63) adjoins to the verb hyó 'to kill'. For independent (phonological) reasons, the resulting form is hñ ó ([hó ]).
(63) Ra Š uwa bi hñó .
Ra Š uwa bi nhyó det Š uwa 3past-refl/mid-kill 'Somebody killed Š uwa.' (marginally also: 'Š uwa killed himself.') (Priego Montfort 1989: 120) Under certain circumstances, the verb form hñ ó in (63) can be interpreted as a (referentially) reflexive predicate. However, there is an increasing tendency in contemporary Otomí to use the actor-oriented intensifier sěhé in order to make it clear that the relevant sentence is to be interpreted reflexively. (64) provides an example which unambiguously describes an action of Š uwa's killing himself.
(64) Ra Š uwa bi hñó sěhé.
Ra
3.past-refl/mid-kill self.ao 'Š uwa killed himself.' (but not: 'Š uwa was killed.') (Priego Montfort 1989: 120) In accordance with what we would expect from the perspective of grammaticalization theory (cf. Lehmann 1995) , the adverbial element sěhé shows a strong tendency to cliticize to the verb, thus losing its tones and becoming an a‰x -se. This is illustrated in (65).
(65) Ra Š uwa bi hñó se.
Ra Š uwa binhyó -se det Juan 3past-refl/mid-kill -self.ao 'John killed himself.'
In view of the fact that the nasalizing prefix n-is phonologically relatively weak (insofar as it is not segmental), it comes as no surprise that it is completely lost in certain contexts. For example, it can hardly be heard if the verbal root begins with /h/ and contains a nasal consonant, since co-articulation will always trigger nasalization of the adjacent vowel. In such contexts, the actor-oriented intensifier sěhé is often the only marker of reflexivity (cf. [66] ).
(66) Bi hyění sěhé. 3past cut self.ao/refl 'He cut himself.' (Priego Montfort 1989: 120) Again, the reason why an actor-oriented intensifier is used as a reflexive marker can be related to its emphasizing the agent role of the NP it interacts with, and the function of sěhé in the Otomí examples provided above parallels that of German selbst in (62). The di¤erence is that the Otomí prefix n-is phonologically much weaker than German sich, and that therefore, reinforcement (in the sense of Lehmann 1995) through an actor-oriented intensifier is more necessary from the perspective of ''striving for clarity '' (Deutlichkeitsstreben; cf. von der Gabelentz 1901: 256) .
Like Japanese, Otomí is one of the languages in which reflexives and actor-oriented intensifiers are formally related, while adnominal intensifiers are formally distinct; note that Otomí does not have a specialized adnominal intensifier, and it uses a focus construction to express the semantics of adnominal intensification. These facts are illustrated in (67).
A similar strategy of reflexive marking can be observed in many languages that allow conversion of verbal roots, that is, diathetic alternations without any morphological indicator. For example, Guirardello (1999) reports for Trumai that reflexivization is expressed using an element falapetsi, which qualifies as an actor-oriented intensifier, in our terminology:
(68) Trumai ha falapetsi ka_in. I do.alone/self.ao foc/tense 'I made (it) by myself.' (Guirardello 1999: 325) The verb make 'bite' can be used intransitively, with an unspecific (potentially reflexive) object. In order to unambiguously indicate a reflexive reading, falapetsi can be added (the first person pronoun in the dative is optional):
(69) Trumai ha falapetsi ha make (hai-tl). I do.alone/self.ao I bite (1-dat) 'I bit myself ' (lit. 'I did [it] alone, I bit (me).') If we consider the strategy of reflexive marking employed by Otomí and Trumai, and if we compare the resulting patterns of formal relatedness to the one characteristic of Japanese and Kinyarwanda, a crucial di¤erence between languages of the first and second type can be observed. In Japanese and Kinyarwanda, a reflexive marker ( jibun) forms part of a strategy of actor-oriented intensification. The lexical element jibun combines with the postposition de to form the ''complex actor-oriented intensifier'' jibun-de. In Otomí, by contrast, the actor-oriented intensifier sěhé forms part of a strategy of reflexivization, which is made up of the prefix nplus that intensifier.
Conclusions: parameters in the diachronic development from
self-intensifiers to reflexives (and vice versa)
In this article we have considered three di¤erent processes that relate self-intensifiers to markers of reflexivity. First, adnominal intensifiers can be used to mark an underspecified object pronoun as reflexive (OE hine þ self -). Second, we have shown that (pro)nominal reflexives can be used in prepositional phrases to express the semantics of an actororiented intensifier (''oblique reflexives,'' Jap. jibun þ de). Finally, we have demonstrated that actor-oriented intensifiers can also be used to reinforce semantically weak strategies of reflexivization, that is, they are often used in combination with middle markers to express (referential) reflexivity (Otomí (n-) þ sěhé ). These processes are summarized in (70).
(70) a. unspecified object pronoun þ adnominal intensifier ! reflexive marker b. oblique preposition þ (pro)nominal reflexive ! actor-oriented intensifier c. middle marker þ actor-oriented intensifier ! reflexive marker
The three developments represented in (70) are fundamentally di¤erent for several reasons. First, there is a crucial di¤erence between (a) and (c) on the one hand, and (b) on the other: while (a) and (c) represent the derivation of a strategy of reflexivization from a self-intensifier (plus some other grammatical device), (b) is a process by which an actor-oriented intensifier is derived from a reflexive marker. Furthermore, there is a crucial di¤erence between (a) and (c): in (a), the adnominal intensifier is used to resolve an ambiguity that concerns the referential interpretation of an object pronoun. The actor-oriented intensifier in (c), by contrast, is used to clarify the thematic role, the kind or degree of involvement of a given referent in the event denoted by the verbal predicate. We therefore consider it appropriate to refer to the process shown in (70a) as one of ''referential disambiguation'' or simply ''reference disambiguation,'' while the process illustrated in (70c) should best be called ''role disambiguation.'' Figure 1 summarizes the di¤erent relatedness patterns that have been described in this study.
The argument made in this article has a number of repercussions on our assumptions concerning the synchronic and diachronic relationship between self-intensifiers and reflexives. First, it is often assumed or at least implied that this process is unidirectional in the sense that self-intensifiers may develop into reflexives, but not vice versa (e.g. Faltz 1985; Kö nig and Siemund 2000a; Schladt 2000; Heine 2003) . We have shown that the opposite direction is also possible, and that in languages of the Japanese type, a reflexive marker can give rise to an expression of actor-oriented intensification if it combines with an appropriate case marker.
The second corollary of our article concerns common assumptions about the type of self-intensifier that is involved in grammaticalization processes leading to the development of reflexives. It is often taken for granted that it is always the adnominal intensifier which is central to that process (cf. Faltz 1985; Kö nig and Siemund 2000a), but we have shown that there are languages where it is clearly the actor-oriented intensifier that gives rise to the formation of new reflexive markers.
Finally, we hope that our argument has made it clear that even a diachronic relationship as well studied as the one between self-intensifiers and reflexives requires cautious observation and fine-grained analyses if one is to avoid the pitfalls of rashly made generalizations and resulting relatedness patterns of self-intensifiers and reflexives self-intensifier ! reflexive reflexive ! self-intensifier role disambiguation referential disambiguation (actor-oriented intensifiers) (adnominal intensifier) oversimplifications. While it is certainly tempting to assume a uniform process of grammaticalization which can be summarized in the formula ''self-intensifier > reflexive,'' a closer look reveals that adnominal intensifiers, actor-oriented intensifiers and reflexives form a ''triangular'' semantic field with various diachronic and synchronic connections between all of the three categories. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . Cf. Note 4 on the relationship of intensifiers to the notion of identity. 6. Semantically, this boils down to functional application. 7. As one referee points out, ''antecedent'' would also be a possible terminological choice; but this would presuppose that the syntactic relation between intensifiers and the associated NPs is of the same type as the one between antecedents and anaphors; that is, this terminology would force us to assume that self-intensifiers are expressions of category NP that are juxtaposed to and bound by the preceding NP. However, this point of view is not generally accepted, so we prefer to use the more general notion ''associated NP.'' 8. An anonymous referee of Linguistics correctly points out that the nonjuxtaposed selfintensifiers look like subject complements (''secondary predicates''), but note that this analysis is semantically di‰cult to motivate. According to such an analysis, a sentence like John drove the car himself would come to be analyzed in the same way as John drove the car tired, for which the following semantic representation can be given: be[drive(John) (the car) (e) & tired(John)(e)]. However, translating the first sentence in a similar way yields a semantic representation of the form: be[drive(John)(the car)(e) & himself(John)(e)]. Gast (2002) , who explores such an analysis in interaction with focus semantic e¤ects, points out a number of problems. 9. For a more complete discussion of such tests, cf. Edmondson and Plank (1978) , Siemund (2000) , and Gast (2002) . 10. Wardaman has a verbal reflexive marker. For adnominal intensification, there is an element -namaj, while actor-oriented intensification is expressed using the word ngajbang (cf. Merlan 1994: 110 ¤.). 11. To provide an example of a less ''exotic'' language, Korean can arguably be regarded as making lexical di¤erentiations between the three types of expressions. The adnominal intensifier of Korean is casin, the actor oriented intensifier jikjob, and the reflexive anaphor caki. The distributional boundaries are not always clear-cut, however, especially in view of the fact that casin can also be used as a marker of reflexivity. For a survey of the most central relevant facts, cf. Gast et al. (2003) . 12. There is an indirect etymological relationship insofar as both expressions are related to the numeral 'one' (se in Classical Nahuatl). 13. All examples from Nahuatl, Zapotec, and Otomí without an indication of the source have been collected during field work by one of the authors. 14. By formal relatedness, we mean morphological similarity based on etymological relatedness or synchronic derivability. Complete identity can be regarded as a special case of formal relatedness. 15. Note that stuk in (24c) is clearly not contained in the NP li hŠ une; the clitic -e marks the right boundary of this NP. 16. In certain contexts, ensilaani can occur in a reflexivizing function too, for example, in ensilaani bad‰ohnni 's/he negated him/herself '. This suggests that Mitla Zapotec has properties of pattern III languages as well. However, reflexivizing ensilaani does not seem productive. Note that classifying Mitla Zapotec as a pattern III language would yield even more support to our analysis; but it would be misleading since adnominal intensifiers and reflexives are clearly formally related, too.
Appendix 2. Sample
17. Double consonants indicate tense articulation. 18. Below, we will say that jibun is always a reflexive, and that the semantics of an actororiented intensifier are a function of the combination of the reflexive marker with an instrumental case marker. 19. Note that the combination jibun-jishin-de is possible, but *jishin-de alone is not. 20. In the discussion to follow, we will focus on those aspects of the meaning of intensifiers that are relevant to their interaction with reflexive markers. For more complete discussions of these issues, cf. Siemund (2000: Ch. 8), Hole (2002) , and Gast (2002: Ch. 5) , as well as relevant references cited there. 21. The assumption that verbs or VPs assign thematic roles to subjects has repeatedly been challenged (e.g. Williams 1981; Kratzer 1996) . We will stick to the more traditional viewpoint here. An analysis of actor-oriented intensifiers in Kratzer's (1996) framework has been provided by Hole (2002) . 22. This characterization appears to be incompatible with those instances of intensifiers that have sometimes been referred to as ''anti-assistive'' (Hole 2002; Gast 2002 ). In such uses, an expression of the form x was the agent of an event e x-self (where 'e' is a variable ranging over events) contrasts with something like x was the agent of e, and was helped by some y. We believe that even in those cases, the agent of the alternative proposition is di¤erent from that of the proposition containing the intensifier, since such comitative expressions can be regarded as denoting predications with plural agents, from a semantic point of view. Edmondson and Plank (1978) , who distinguish categorically between intensifiers combining with agentive verbs and those forming a constituent with verbs of perception (which they classify as ''stative''), describe the function of actor-oriented intensifiers as follows: ''The agency/experiencer distinction is a function of the predicate type; non-stative predicates like roll when intensified determine their subjects as most agentive; intensified statives as in (i) The president heard the news himself.
exclude anyone but the most directly involved experiencer'' (Edmondson and Plank 1978: 406) . 24. Some authors have argued that all instances of self-forms should be analyzed as intensifiers, and that the object pronoun is phonologically empty (cf. Jayaseelan 1988 Jayaseelan , 1997 cf. also Gast 2002: Sect. 7 .9 for a similar approach). We will stick to the more traditional viewpoint here that himself has two lexical entries: one which projects to NP (the reflexive pronoun), and one which is an adjunct (the intensifier). 25. We are indebted to Elena Maslova for information on Russian. Any inaccuracies are our own. 26. In Russian, animate object NPs receive genitive case. 27. For more information and relevant examples, cf. Gast et al. (2003) . 28. M. Nekroumi (pers. comm.). 29. Source: http://www.hmso.gov.uk/si/si1997/70648--k.htm (03/19/03). 30. Daniel Hole has pointed out to us that the insertion of wieder mal is not a safe way of doing away with the possibility that sich could be in construction with selbst, since sich might have been moved leftwards across wieder mal (''scrambling''). All we want to show is that there is a reading of (62) in which selbst does not form a constituent with sich, and wieder mal has an illustrative character here. The (assumed) constituent structure of (62) is indicated by the brackets.
